
Quick just
became faster!
Now is the time to take your compounding practice to the next level by offering 
your patients meDIsca’s new Rapid Dissolve tablet. Our innovative RDt Kit 
accommodates your customers’ needs.

Scan Here
for video
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Medi-rdT BaSe

The Medi-RDT Base is a sugar-Free, finely granulated 
powder that is compatible with a wide range of 
active ingredients. Our unique RDT formula provides 
significantly faster wetting and disintegration times 
compared to similar products on the market:

–  Wetting time: 5 sec. (versus 24 sec.) 
–  Disintegrating time: 93 sec. (versus 287 sec.)

Included in the kit: 100 g

> WHaT are rdTS? 
Rapid Dissolve Tablets are designed to dissolve quickly on the tongue without any water making it an ideal 

alternative dosage form for patients who have difficulty swallowing. In short, they offer quick delivery of 

medication, rapid dissolution, and greater absorption in the blood.

WHAT’s INCLUDED IN THE RDT KIT

Medi-rdT Mold

Made out of an extremely durable, heat-resistant hospital grade polymer, the 
mold is designed for repeated and prolonged baking, up to 120oC (248F). 
Committed to providing the highest quality products and supplies, MEDISCA’s 
Teflon-free molds were developed to avoid the risk of any particles potentially 
getting into the tablets and causing contamination.
The lateral containment system helps to avoid powder loss and facilitates the 
filling process, while the calibrated cavities allow you to compound tablets 
that comply with the average weight test. 

additional benefits include: 

–  Lightweight for easy handling and cleaning
–  Dishwasher safe
–  Design allows for a significant decrease in baking time

Included in the kit: 1 RDt mold with 96 cavities (750 mg)

“ The new RDT mold worked wonderfully! It is easier to fill, clean and 
it bakes for ½ the time of the others we have tried. In addition, 
the switch over was made without hassle, there was no need to 

change our current formula. We are very pleased with the results and 
excited that we have been able to reduce the compounding time.”

MaTTHeW BernSTein, R.Ph., hm cOmPOuNDINg
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> WHY cHooSe MediSca’S rdT KiT? 
MEDISCA’s Medi-RDT Sugar-Free Base has been put to the test against competitors and has proven to have 

superior performance. Furthermore, the Medi-RDT mold is made out of Teflon-Free heat resistant polymer 

which means that it is resistant to repeated and prolonged heating up to 120oC (248F). These are some of the 

reasons for which more and more compounding pharmacists are choosing the MEDISCA RDT Kit. 

50 MeSH Sieve and receiver Pan

Another essential tool included is the 50 mesh sieve and pan which serve 
to control particle size distribution as well as the flow property of the 
blend. This is to ensure content uniformity of the solid dosage form.

cuSToMized forMula

MEDISCA NETWORK recognizes your need to get it right the 
first time which is why in order to ensure proper compounding 
method techniques for the Rapid Dissolve Tablet, MEDISCA 
NETWORK will provide you with a customized sample formula of 
your choice to help get you started with confidence. 

HoT Hand® ProTecTor

With safety being a top priority, the Hot Hand® protector mitt 
provides superior protection when handling hot or cold objects. 
The gripping surface is studded with suction cups for a secure 
no-slip grasp to safely remove the Medi-RDT Mold from the 
convection oven.

Medi-rdT BliSTer PacKS WiTH SleeveS for 160 doSeS

The customized air-tight blister packs include UV-resistant amber-colored 
sheets for optimal protection of light-sensitive drugs. Cold seal tamper 
evident foil laser labels for medication identification and sleeves are also 
included to be able to dispense to your patients. 
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grow your practice and competitive edge with meDIsca’s comprehensive RDt Kit. We want to set you 
up for success as quickly as possible with all the necessary tools to elevate your compounding practice 
and surpass your patients’ expectations with our Rapid Dissolve tablet Kit.

meDIsca wants you and your patients to experience how Quick just became faster!

GET STARTED TODAY!

caLL NOW OR VIsIt OuR WebsIte tO PLace aN ORDeR

DIscLaImeR : For use in prescription pharmacy compounding only, in accordance with applicable law. meDIsca makes no warranty or representation regarding the use of this product 
or fitness for any particular purpose, and any such use is entirely the responsibility of the pharmacist in the exercise of his/her professional expertise and judgment. accordingly, in no 
event will meDIsca be liable for any damages from the use or misuse of the product. Purchaser’s sole remedy in the event of product defect or other damage, shall be the refund of 
the purchase price of the product.

www.medisca.com1.800.665.6334 1.800.932.1039
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addiTional iTeMS Sold SeParaTelY

Medi-rdT Mold (Product no.: 7311-01) 
Multi-dose mold with 3 cavity sizes – ideal for compounders 
requiring greater versatility and different dosage options.

• 180 Cavities: 60 x 75 mg, 60 x 150 mg, 60 x 200 mg

 MecHanical PreMiuM iSoTeMP convecTion oven 
(Product no.: 9011-01)

•  23.5’’W x 25.75’’D x 26’’H, 70.8L / 2.5 cuft, 50-275°C / 122-527°F, 
Vertical Forced Air, w/One Shelf (Holds Up to 5) 

convecTion oven (QuincY) (Product no.: 8734-01)

•  20”W x 14.3”D x 25.5”H, 450°F / 232°C, Analog Temperature, 
Gravity Convection
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